
Anyone s Guess 

Prognosis Negative: The majority of central 

bank policy statements in September were 

pessimistic.  Gone are both the reassurances that 

the 2Q11 slowdown was due to temporary 

factors and 2H11 activity will be substantially 

better. 

Aussie Dollar Lower: We believe the 

Australian dollar has limited upside potential 

over the short-term, but the trade is crowded.   

Canadian Dollar Revision: We were surprised 

by the abrupt turn in sentiment in the most 

recent BoC policy statement.  Based on that 

assessment and a broad review of the economic 

data, we now believe that rates will remain on 

hold with a small chance of a rate cut in Q4. 

US Dollar to Appreciate:  In the near term, we 

expect the dollar to appreciate as global growth 

continues to slow and policy rates outside the 

U.S. become more accommodative; leading to 

tighter rate differentials.  Until we see stability 

in both global activity and Europe, we believe 

the Dollar has reasonable upside potential. 
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ANYONE’S GUESS 
 

Our ongoing research of macroeconomic trends 

begins with monetary policy.  What we have seen in 

September from central banks around the globe is 

troubling.  Not only are the September policy 

statements and forecasts much more pessimistic 

than they were in June (as one would expect), but 

the general tone amongst central banks globally is 

one of surprising uncertainty.  In recent monetary 

policy statements, none of the major banks profess 

to have a firm understanding of what went wrong in 

2Q11 or what might happen in the upcoming 

quarters.  Gone are the reassurances that the 2Q11 

slowdown was due to temporary factors.  Gone are 

optimistic projections for 2H11 activity.  Gone are 

any assumptions that the European debt crisis can 

be effectively managed.  The one overriding theme 

of September policy statements is that it is anyone’s 

guess as to how the global and regional economies 

will develop over the next six-to-twelve months.   

Consider the following: 
 
 

Each major central bank tracks several hundred, 

in some cases, over a thousand, domestic data 

series 

Central banks constantly confer with businesses, 

politicians, and government agencies 

Central Banks employ dozens of experienced 

economists and have a deep bench of research 

professionals 

 

If any organization could be expected to have 

insight into a particular economy, it would be the 

central bank with their vast resources, relationships, 

and expertise.  When they throw up their hands and 

move to the sidelines, it is anyone’s guess indeed. 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 

Political intervention is the source of much of this 

uncertainty and economists and financial market 

participants are not adept at modeling the behavior 

of political institutions.  Thus, there is no way of 

predicting the likelihood that German Chancellor 

Merkel can prevent her coalition government from 

splintering over continued support for Greece in the 

same way that we know a given level in the ISM 

index “predicts” a level of economic activity.  There 

is no way of knowing the likelihood that Congress 

passes President Obama’s $450 billion stimulus 

package in the same way that we know that the 

ADP Employment Survey “predicts” BLS payroll 

data (over time!).  This political uncertainty makes 

every economic and financial decision more 

difficult; from setting interest rate policy to hiring 

workers and allocating financial assets. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The best way to navigate this difficult investment 

environment is to focus on the fundamentals and 

hedge against extreme, politically-driven market 

events.  Unfortunately, the fundamentals do not look 

good, and might be worsening.  In this edition of the 

Market Advisor, we will focus on the implications 

of a souring global outlook in 2H11, and the impact 

it may have in Australia, Canada, and the U.S. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When the central banks throw up 

their hands and move to the sideline, 

it is anyone s guess indeed.  



Limited Upside for the Australian Dollar 
As a follow-up to our 13 August Market Advisor, 

we still think there is limited upside for the 

Australian dollar over the near-term, but we are 

decidedly less committed to the position.  The trade 

is crowded and the market is presently discounting 

65bp of cuts by the Reserve Bank of Australia 

(RBA) by December.  The market’s rate 

expectations feel a little aggressive here.  There is 

also a risk that Aussie dollar shorts could be quickly 

unwound if Europe can delay the inevitable or the 

RBA takes a less dovish view of global financial 

markets.  Furthermore, the relative prices of Aussie 

puts over calls look stretched.  

 

RBA Assessment More Balanced 
As we mentioned above, September policy 

statements from the major central banks were much 

more pessimistic than they had been at the 

beginning of summer.  The notable exception was 

Australia.  The key points from the September RBA 

statement were as follows: 

 

The bank concedes that while near-term growth 

looks somewhat weaker than previously 

expected, medium-term growth is likely to be at 

trend or higher. 

According to RBA: “…little evidence is 

available to gauge any effects of the European 

and U.S. problems on other regions.  Prices for 

key Australian commodities have remained very 

high thus far, with growth in China continuing to 

look solid.” 

Measures of underlying inflation have been 

increasing this year, after declining for the 

previous two years. 

These are not the comments of a bank preparing to 

cut 65bp by December.  Although the bank has 

recently assumed a more dovish bias, the RBA is 

not pricing a worse-case scenario; the market is.  A 

more benign outcome could lead to a strong move 

in both Aussie rates and the Dollar in the near-term.  

Presently, the market is pricing cumulative cuts of 

65bp in 3 months, 110bp in 6 months, and 130bp in 

12 months.  This feels too aggressive.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Two-Speed Domestic Economy 
Without argument, the Australian resources sector 

has performed well, courtesy of the ongoing 

expansion in China.  Growth in demand in China, 

however, has recently been cooling.  Commodity 

import volumes, production, and prices are each 

slowing to some degree.  As a result, Aussie terms 

of trade, while at a high level, have leveled off since 

December.  Given the degree of the global 

slowdown, it is hard to envision a meaningful uptick 

in commodities within the next three to six months 

 

Source: Bloomberg 

Exhibit 1: Global Activity Quickly Losing Momentum 

Index Value 



On the non-resources side of the economy, the RBA 

has repeatedly stated that “pre-cautionary behavior 

by households and some firms is exerting restraint 

in the pace of growth in demand…”. This restraint 

is manifested by consumers’ waning confidence, a 

pull-back in retail sales and a rather substantial 

increase in household savings.  At the same time, 

business sentiment surveys and employment growth 

are softening.   

 

Australia will likely continue to benefit from solid 

commodity demand for the next several years and 

decades.  In the near- to medium-term, however, we 

are increasingly of the opinion that a tepid 

household sector and an unclear global growth story 

present reasonable downside risks.  As a result, the 

RBA may decide to ease policy a bit despite 

lingering price pressures, but it is a close call.     

 

Exhibit 2:  Global Trade Losing Momentum 

Source: Netherlands Bureau for Economic Policy Analysis, Bloomberg 

Index Value Index Value 

Exhibit 3: China Commodity Import Volumes Soften 

Source: Customs PRC 

Thousand tons 

Exhibit 4: Aussie Terms of Trade Steady, But High 
Index Value 

Source: Citigroup Global Markets 



Shifting Gears in Canada 
Another commodity currency we closely follow is 

the Canadian dollar.    On 2 September we posted an 

article calling for a Bank of Canada (BOC) rate hike 

by October.   That call was based primarily on key 

changes in the 19 July policy statement.  We were 

clearly too aggressive with this call.  Based on 

economic data released in the first week of 

September in addition to the 7 September BoC 

policy statement, we are changing that forecast.  We 

now believe rates will remain on hold with a small 

chance of a rate cut later in the year. 

 

BoC Shifts to Neutral Policy Bias 
We were surprised by the abrupt turn in sentiment 

expressed by the BoC in the most recent policy 

statement even after factoring in the impact of the 

U.S. slowdown.  At the 7 September meeting, the 

Bank changed what had been a policy-tightening 

bias to a policy-easing bias.  While our call for an 

interest rate hike by October was admittedly 

aggressive, we expected the policy statement to be, 

at best, neutral.  The text of the statement, in fact, 

bordered on the pessimism expressed in many of the 

2008 statements during which time the BoC moved 

rates lower to 1.50% from 4.00%.  

 

What was so remarkable about September’s 

statement was the abrupt nature of the shift in bias.  

Out went any reference to higher underlying 

inflation, better expectations for exports, and 

anticipated strength in business investment.  In their 

place, the Bank included comments on downside 

risks realized since July, tightening financial 

conditions, and slower global momentum 

dampening inflationary pressures.  Furthermore, the 

Bank excluded the assumption that “…[European] 

authorities are able to contain the ongoing European 

sovereign debt crisis…”, which had been part of 

July’s policy statement.  The most interesting aspect 

of the statement, however, was the missing 

reference to monetary stimulus as being 

“considerable”.  This specific reference has been 

included in each of the last ten statements.  The 

BoC now seems to be anticipating the worst-case 

scenario for both global and domestic growth in 

upcoming quarters.  Recent Canadian data, 

however, does not yet indicate a dramatic domestic 

slowdown, although it is trending softer.  

The BoC now seems to be 

anticipating the worst-case 

scenario for both global and 

domestic growth in upcoming 

quarters.  

Exhibit 5:  Canadian GDP Spikes Lower… 
Percent 

Source: STCA 



The domestic data releases in Canada have been soft 

over the last few months while inflation, still above 

target, has moved lower.  If the global slowdown 

has legs in 2H11, inflation could be expected to 

continue lower as the BoC pointed out in their last 

statement.  What we failed to account for in our 2 

September note was the surprising drop-off in GDP.  

Judging from the September statement, the BoC 

appears to be ready to quickly respond to the 

downtick in activity.  This could limit the upside in 

the Canadian dollar over the next three-to-six 

months. 

 

Exhibit 6: …But Unemployment Still Okay 

Source: STCA 

Percent 

Percent 

Exhibit 7: Headline Inflation Moving Lower 

Source: Bank of Canada 



US Dollar Outlook 
 

  

Outlook:  In the near term, we expect the dollar to appreciate as global growth continues to 

slow and policy rates outside the U.S. become more accommodative; leading to tighter rate 

differentials.  Until we see stability in both global activity and Europe, we believe the Dollar 

has reasonable upside potential.  Over the medium-term, however, we expect to see a 

resumption of dollar weakness as Central Banks continue to rebalance currency reserves out 

of the Dollar.  

 

 

Monetary Policy:  The Federal Reserve, one of few central banks with a dual inflation/

employment mandate, has been more aggressive than its peers in implementing 

accommodative monetary policy.  In the 9 August policy statement, the FOMC commented 

that economic conditions are likely to justify current low rates through mid-2013.  Once the 

recovery cycle resumes, we expect the Fed will be one of the last banks to begin to normalize 

rates.  This, in addition to reserve rebalancing, could lead to broad dollar weakness in the 

medium-term.  

 

 

Economic Data:  Economic data has trended steadily lower since the June releases.  Payroll 

growth has materially weakened, resulting in softer retail sales growth and a decline in 

consumer confidence to two-and-a-half year lows.  Business sentiment surveys have also 

weakened substantially over the last three months with particular weakness amongst 

manufacturers.  The one bright spot has been an unexpected improvement in the trade 

balance, which might give third quarter activity a little pop. 

 

 

Fiscal Policy:  The most recent White House fiscal stimulus package, which revolves around 

an extension of payroll tax cuts, amounts to a not-insignificant $450 billion.  Aside from the 

real chance that the bill does not become law due to GOP opposition, it remains unclear how 

it will contribute to anything beyond a short-term spark for the economy.  As we pointed out 

in our January 2011 Economics Quarterly, the steady succession of stimulus plans (Cash for 

Clunkers, First-Time Homebuyer credits, the 2008 Bush tax rebates, the 2009 Obama 

package, the 2010 Obama-McConnell tax deal) may have prevented a much worse economic 

scenario from occurring, but they have not contributed to anything meaningful in the longer-

term.   

 

 

What to Watch:  We believe that employment growth is the key indicator and will signal 

further weakness or resumption in the recovery.  We are increasingly of the opinion that the 

present European crisis will not end benignly, and willingness amongst leaders to craft a 

longer-term structural fix should be monitored. 



Australian Dollar Outlook 
 

 

Outlook:  In the near-term, we believe that the Australian dollar upside is limited, but it is a 

close call.  Market expectations are presently very bearish for the Aussie dollar and any 

favorable data out of Europe or the U.S. could lead to a short squeeze higher.   

 

 

Monetary Policy: Although the RBA was more balanced than other central banks in its most 

recent policy statement, the Bank indicated that it was firmly on hold.  The RBA 

acknowledged the deteriorating European and U.S. conditions, but commented that the 

impact on Australia was uncertain. We think there is room for the Bank to loosen policy a bit 

if global growth deteriorates further in the upcoming quarters, but the market may be a little 

ahead of itself in expecting 65bp of rate cuts by December.  We think that is too aggressive.  

 

 

Fiscal Policy:  The budget deficit currently stands at 5.89% of GDP, but strict rules are 

expected to guide the economy back to surplus by 2013.  This would be the fastest fiscal 

consolidation in Australian forty years. 

 

 

Economic Data:  Economic data has been trending softer over the past several months.  

Retail sales and consumer confidence have both lost momentum at the same time households 

are becoming more cautious.  Employment growth appears to be stalling at the same time 

that business confidence has moved lower.  The external sector, however, is still solid.  

Aussie export prices are at historically high levels, but have stabilized within the last few 

months. 

 

 

What to Watch:  A slowdown in Chinese demand for raw materials would negatively impact 

the Aussie economy.  Even if demand holds steady, increased production capacity for many 

raw materials, in both Australia and Brazil (and China for that matter) will act to dampen 

prices over the medium term. 



Canadian Dollar Outlook 
 

 

Outlook:  We have recently changed our view of the Canadian dollar and expect that in the 

short-term, there is considerable risk of a move lower.  Global growth continues to slow and 

the outlook for the U.S. over the next several quarters is looking more unstable.  

 

 

Monetary Policy: At its most recent policy meeting, the Bank of Canada abruptly shifted its 

policy bias to reflect a more dovish stance.  The Bank cited tighter domestic financial 

conditions, weakness in net exports, and heightened financial uncertainty as reasons for this 

shift.  The market is now pricing cumulative cuts of 15bp over the next 12 months. 

 

 

Economic Data:  Domestic data in Canada has been mixed-to-soft over the last few months.  

Employment growth is slowing rather sharply as a result of a fall off in part-time 

employment, and retail sales have steadily been losing momentum.  Second-quarter GDP was 

substantially lower, which the BoC attributes to temporary factors, and inflation, which is 

above the BoC target, is moving steadily lower.  Although terms of trade are expected to 

remain high, the net exports will likely continue to exert a net drag on overall Canadian 

activity. 

 

 

Fiscal Policy: General government debt in Canada is expected to start declining in 2011 and 

the federal government has detailed plans to balance the budget deficit (presently 5.5% of 

GDP) by 2015. 

 

 

What to Watch:  All eyes are on the U.S. recovery.  If the U.S. continues to lose momentum 

over the upcoming quarters, the BoC will likely respond by loosening policy.  In such a 

scenario, inflation would likely trend lower, faster than expected.   



New Zealand Dollar Outlook 
 

 

Outlook:  In the medium term, we believe that the NZD has fair potential on the upside as 

the Reserve Bank of New Zealand (RBNZ) looks to remove policy accommodation over the 

next several quarters.  Until we see stability in both global activity and Europe, however, the 

risk exists for periodic moves lower.  NZD risk reversals indicate that more market 

participants are expecting a move lower than higher.  Even a small break in the steady stream 

of bad economic data could ignite a substantial short-covering rally. 

 

 

Monetary Policy:   In March, the RBNZ lowered rates to 2.50% from 3.00% in response to 

the Christchurch earthquake, and has recently indicated that rates may again move higher.  In 

the 28 July policy statement, the RBNZ assumed a more hawkish rate profile and 

commented: Provided current global financial risks recede…the Bank sees little need for 

the March 2011 insurance  cut to remain in place much longer.   A rate hike should benefit 

the NZD in the medium term.  The market is currently pricing 40bp of hikes over the next 

twelve months. 

 

 

Economic Data:  Domestic growth has been fairly steady following the Christchurch 

earthquake in February.  Inflation has been moderately higher even after allowing for the 

temporary effects of the October 2010 goods and services tax increase.  Retail sales and 

consumer confidence have been steady on the household side while manufacturing and 

service indexes have held up well despite the global slowdown in 1H2011. 

 

 

Fiscal Policy:  Fiscal policy stimulus is retreating and the Treasury forecasts a return to 

surplus in 2014/15, one year earlier than forecast.  The budget deficit is presently -4.6% of 

GDP which is slightly better than average for the developed economies.   

 

 

What to Watch:  The RBNZ is unsure as to the likely impact, if any, of recent global 

developments on the New Zealand economy.  If the impact is limited, the RBNZ may tighten 

rates. 
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